Save the Titanic™
In this extraordinary award-winning 121-day voyage, your team
assumes the roles of the senior officers during the fateful maiden
voyage of the RMS Titanic.
Days before the cruise the officers get briefed on key learning points
giving them the capability to handle any situation.
On the day of the experience, your officers get tested. Will their
commitment to results save lives before the ship goes down?
Mirroring decision making in the real world, Save the Titanic’s™
immersion causes true behavior to surface and get altered.

After the live experience, your leaders and teams get support
sustaining their altered behaviors. Participants amplify the impact on
the business by applying their new tools and implementing their
actions and insights. This is how the real journey and value begin.
Your participants altered behaviors get supported with practice to
become strong and effective team members and leaders contributing
to business goals.
Accountability partners and results tracking develops leaders and
teams any company would be proud to have.

• Lead in inventive ways.
• Use practical techniques to improve collaboration.
• Communicate together in a way that promotes listening, clarity
and effectiveness.

• Overcome obstacles that limit your team's performance.
• Pre and Post experiences reinforce behavior.
• A 121-day experience with ROI measurement and impact.
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The Power of
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We Deliver Results
At Learn2, our mission is simple: we change the way the
world works.

Have an Impact
There are three letters rarely used in
the same sentence as “training
budget”. Those letters are ROI. And
we ask, why not?
What if training delivered a true Return
on Investment that was measurable
and sustainable?

What if you could track the impact of
learning by your teams?
What if you could capture the ideas
that naturally flourish at a live event,
and transform those ideas into action?
That’s where Impact Compass™ comes
into the picture. It’s an exclusive
Learn2 tool that will prove what you
believe about development.
Talk to us today about the difference
Impact Compass™ and our
Transformational Journeys will have on
your business results.

We deliver transformational journeys that inspire, sustain
and amplify the desired results in your organization. Our
experience has consistently proven that creating engaging
environments, followed by system driven reinforcement
and accountability, delivers exponential business impact.
Our programs focus on altering behaviors, not with a
single event, supported with a 121-day journey that
proves return on investment.
• Interpersonal Skills such as connection,
communication, understanding, collaboration,
appreciation, and empathy.
• Leadership Skills such as team development, problem
solving, handling resistance, coaching, giving feedback,
performance management, sharing best practices,
recognizing and rewarding success.
• Sales and Customer Service Skills such as engaging
clients, exploring needs, making presentations,
overcoming objections, and dealing with competition.

Each of our programs are designed with you and your
business goals in mind. Our focus is on your team’s
unique challenges and desired results.
No matter what your business challenge, we’re ready to
help. Talk with us today!
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